Next-generation shift deployment solution for intelligent mining

ORDO
WHO USES ORDO:
Underground shift supervisor
Mine shift supervisor
Shift supervisors

ORDO BROCHURE
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ORDO
ORDO® is supervisor centric software that modernises traditional shift planning processes, facilitates
the navigation of complex planning interactions, motivates supervisors to develop improved planning
outcomes and engages the workforce through plan visualisation. Intuitive, the touchscreen design
supports easy adoption across all digital skill sets.
Built with configurable and intuitive user-defined workflows, ORDO® is used in both open pit and
underground operations.

KEY BENEFITS
Time pressure on planning and deployment windows

Variable workplace conditions

Maintaining a safe work environment
Incomplete tasks
Unplanned leave

Cross shift handover

Equipment breakdown

Daily and weekly targets

Regulatory requirements
Quality management

KEY BENEFITS
PLAN BETTER

ADD VALUE

ORDO® is a robust tool that stabilises and de-risks
shift planning - regardless of external factors.
ORDO® provides improved plan quality and
visibility as well as seamless workforce engagement
with plans.

ORDO® motivates the supervisor to focus on
developing the best shift plan, which directly
results in improved performance outcomes.

SAFETY CULTURE

SAVE TIME

ORDO® ensures all tasks are planned, resourced
and communicated consistently, ensuring the
workforce clearly understands work requirements.
Plan transparency allows the workforce to provide
feedback which supervisors can easily incorporate
into the plan in real time. Providing consistency
around shift planning and deployment, ORDO®
helps define and articulate “the way we do things
around here”.

By facilitating efficient planning and reporting,
particularly during the intense periods that occur
prior to and at the start of each shift, ORDO®
creates valuable time for the supervisor that can
be utilised for quality face-to-face contact and
engagement with the workforce.

CONTACT US
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